Year 2
R.E
This week in R.E the children have been learning about Jesus’ Baptism according to
Matthew. They have been learning how to sequence each part and retell the story. They
really enjoyed making their spinners to represent the story. Next week they will be
looking at the different books used in Church

English
In English the children have been continuing with their stories, applying some of the
learned features we have been working on – adjectives, sentence openers, conjunctions.
Once the children had completed their story they spent time going back to edit it. When
proof reading they were looking for spelling errors or missed punctuation, but also made
improvements to word choices or sentence structure to make their writing more
interesting.
Next week the children will be comparing the traditional
version of ‘The Three Billy Goats Gruff’ with
‘Listen, My Bridge Is So Cool! The Story of the Three
Billy Goats Gruff as Told by the Troll’ By Nancy Loewen.
Maths
This week the children have been consolidating their learning on the column method for
both addition and subtraction. They took on the role of the teacher and were given sheets
of completed work which they had to mark and correct, testing their own understanding
of the method. They were then challenged with explaining why the answers were
incorrect and how that mistake was made. The children then used the column method to
support them answering problem solving questions. They were required to pin point key
words in the question that would give them an indication of whether they should add or
take away.
Next week the children will be looking at information provided on bar charts and in
pictograms.

Extra information:




28th-30th January is the Big Garden Birdwatch. There is extra information about
this below.
Friday 11th will be a mufti day, we kindly ask for donations of £1.
Friday 11th is the last day of the half term, school will close at 2.30pm.

